THE JCB WHEELED LOADING SHOVEL RANGE

Performance, durability
and comfort
Only the toughest wheeled loaders are capable of
sustaining high rates of productivity over many years.
For this you need a machine that can not only cope,
but also excel in the most demanding environments;
a machine built with your specific requirements in
mind. Nobody goes further towards addressing this
than JCB.
Every last detail is meticulously conceived, produced
and then tested. So when you invest in a JCB
wheeled loader, you’re gaining a machine that will
give long, powerful and productive service, despite
being subjected to arduous workloads.
From the compact, easy-to-operate hydrostatic drive
models starting at 2 tonnes, to the robust heavyline
powershift drive models up to 20 tonnes, you can
depend on our 19-strong range to deliver. All models
offer impressive performance characteristics and,
with the exception of the 403, a luxurious, operatorfriendly cab. And all are environmentally sound, with
low exhaust emissions and noise levels.
The more you look into JCB wheeled loaders, the
more you’ll see just how much they can do for you.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON

OUR 19-STRONG RANGE TO DELIVER

FAST FACTS
●

Hydrostatic transmission makes
compact models extremely easy
to use

●

JCB fully automatic powershift
transmission (411 upwards) provides
tractive effort for heavy load carrying

●

High quality components and JCB,
Deutz or Cummins engines provide

Power and productivity
JCB wheeled loaders are designed to work hard.

On our larger wheeled loading shovels (from the

Exceptionally hard. At the heart of every machine

411 upwards), JCB fully automatic powershift

in the range is impressive power: this from either a

transmissions give you the necessary tractive effort

JCB, Deutz or Cummins engine. All develop excellent

for working in the toughest conditions. Plus, the

torque at low engine speeds and offer proven

automatic transmission accurately matches the

reliability, and low noise and exhaust emissions.

engine speed to the application, maintaining

The result is powerful, productive performance,

optimum fuel efficiency at all times.

year in, year out.

proven reliability
●

Optional limited slip differentials
improve traction and productivity

●

Optional smoothride system enhances

Limited slip differentials are optional across all larger

All the wheeled loaders in the compact range

models for efficient transmission of power to the

feature hydrostatic transmissions for ease of

non-slipping wheel in arduous conditions. You can

operation, allowing the speed of the machines to

also opt for the JCB smoothride system, which

be matched precisely to the application and

improves productivity by enabling the machine to

ensuring optimum machine efficiency. An inching

work faster over rough terrain and enhancing

pedal also enables progressive disengagement of

operator comfort.

productivity and comfort

the transmission for precise movements even whilst
operating at maximum engine revs.
The axles used on the 406 and 409 compact
wheeled loaders incorporate inboard wet disc brakes
for superior braking performance and reduced
maintenance. Limited slip differentials are available on
all models apart from the 403. This, combined with
an oscillating centre pivot area, keeps all four wheels
grounded maintaining traction and productivity.

Altogether, this is one of the most powerful and
productive machine ranges available today.

FAST FACTS

Real bite, amazing versatility
●

JCB wheeled loaders offer two distinct loader

super high lift. The 456ZX comes with a high-lift

geometry configurations, designed to cater for

loader-end option for applications where high tearout

your specific needs.

and loadover height are key.

For high breakout, the Z-bar design (on 426

But no matter which configuration you choose,

upwards) provides pure power and productivity to

thanks to the JCB quickhitch system you can fit

suit extraction applications where arduous tasks call

an extensive range of attachments to your JCB

for a more specialised workhorse. The high torque

wheeled loader, hugely increasing its versatility and

(HT) loader end featuring 4-ram geometry (3-ram on

realising its full potential.

Choice of Z-bar or high-torque (HT)
geometry cater for your specific needs

●

Parallel lift on all HT models and
compact loaders (not 403) for fast
safe pallet handling

●

high-lift ZX and HT loader ends
●

When it comes to versatility another incredible

on all machines. This enables safe operation of a wide

performer is the 2-tonne 403. This compact,

range of attachments for a whole host of applications.

manoeuvrable and extremely useful little machine

In addition, on large wheeled loading shovels we offer

features a 0.3 cubic metre shovel and 2180mm (7' 2")

a wide range of loader arm configurations.

dump height for shifting loads in no time. And its

Parallel lift is also a feature of our HT design, which

ability to nip in and out of restricted buildings and

delivers formidable power with the added benefit of

sites makes it absolutely indispensable.

extra visibility over the load. This makes HT machines

Whatever the problem, JCB wheeled loading

ideal tool carriers and they are available in a range of

shovels have the solution.

variants: standard height, high lift (426 and 436) and

6-in-1 Shovel

Improved loader-end visibility with
HT geometry

406 and 409) with an integrated quickhitch is available

General Purpose Shovel

Super-high-lift HT loader ends and

Hi-Tip Shovel

Refuse Shovel

Log Grab

●

An extensive range of attachments
plus JCB quickhitch increase versatility

FAST FACTS
●

Unique cab and loader configuration
and large glazed area for extra visibility

●

Close-at-hand, single-lever servo
controls give ease of use and

Comfort and safety
Today’s working conditions demand more

operation. Single- or multi-lever joystick controls are

productivity from both machine and operator. With

available to suit your preferences (411-456 only),

our new, best-in-class wheeled loading shovel cabs

while joystick-mounted forward/reverse control

(not available on the 403), that’s exactly what you get.

simplifies loading cycles. All larger, powershift

reduced fatigue
●

Air conditioning and pressurised
filtration ensure comfort and a clean
air supply

Getting into the cab, angled, well-positioned steps,
along with perfectly placed grab rails and a wide
door, give easy, safe access. Once inside you get an
immediate sense of space and comfort, and the

●

Non-slip, stainless steel steps
increase safety

●

EMS (411-456) provides at-a-glance
machine status information and

unsurpassed visibility soon becomes apparent.

models also offer the added benefit of a JCB
Electronic Monitoring System (EMS). This keeps the
operator fully informed of machine conditions and
automatically shuts the machine down if any of
these deteriorate.

Air conditioning (optional) and multiple positive

In addition to all this, the large glass area and

filtration options ensure a cool, clean and healthy

optional loader-end configurations give superb all-

air supply. Plus, all wheeled loading shovel cabs

round visibility for added accuracy and on-site safety.

monitoring
incorporate isolation systems which act to eliminate
vibrations from the engine, transmission and loader
end, lowering in-cab vibration and noise levels.
As with all JCB cabs, the controls are ergonomically
positioned for the most comfortable and intuitive

426-456 cab interior

406 cab interior

411-416 cab interior

FAST FACTS

Tried and tested
●

However hard you want to work your JCB wheeled

Finished prototypes are then scrutinised in an

loader, you can rest assured that we’ve worked it

environmental chamber. This involves freezing them

even harder. We carry out some of the toughest

in temperatures as low as -20°C, before heating

tests in the business to ensure that every single

them to a scorching 40°C. As a result, the finished

component has been pushed to its limit.

article offers consistently high performance,

fabrications gives proven reliability
●

A prime example of this is the best-in-class articulation

●

which is tested to a impressive 1 million cycles.

best. Even after all tests have been completed, we

In fact, all major fabrications in every machine we

won’t launch a product until prototypes have been

develop are worked to the equivalent of 10 years’

strategically placed in real-life working situations that

strenuous service for structural integrity and

will push them to their limits. If we’re satisfied that it

component longevity.

not only copes, but excels in every situation, then,
and only then, will we approve it for production.

Strain gauging of critical components
ensures long life

●

It’s all part of our commitment to providing only the

Every new model tested in real
working situations before production

whether working in Antarctica or Death Valley.

joint on all compact wheeled loading shovel models,

Endurance testing of all major

Noise and cooling testing meets
regulations worldwide

●

Climatic testing ensures peak
performance in all conditions

LOADER END
●

Hydraulic quickhitch for rapid attachment
changeover

●

Parallel linkage for pallet fork operation

●

Excellent visibility from narrow loader-end design

●

Compact quickhitch ensures unobstructed
attachment visibility

●

Market-compatible quickhitch

●

2-tonne lift capacity on pallet forks

DRIVELINE
●

Dual-speed hydrostatic drive

●

Heavy-duty axles

●

Limited slip front and rear differential option

●

Inboard braking system

●

Central pivot oscillation

●

High tractive effort for excellent bucket fill

COMPACT LOADING SHOVE
Machine Type

Shovel
Capacity m³

Hydrostatic

Parallel
Lift

406
409

0.8
1.0

●
●

●
●

EL MACHINE WALKAROUND

CAB
●

Spacious cab gives best operator environment
in class

●

Unobstructed 360° visibility

●

Wide, fully folding side door and low cab floor
for easy entry/exit

●

Single cab step for improved access

●

High and low specification cab options

●

All controls ergonomically laid out for ease
of use

●

ROPS/FOPS certified cab for operator safety

ENGINE
●

4-cylinder, Deutz 62hp oil-cooled engine

●

Oil cooling reduces engines losses and
improves overall efficiency

●

Acoustically optimised engine for lower
noise output

SERVICE ACCESS
●

Single-piece bonnet for access to all daily checks
and fills

●

1,000-hour service intervals

●

Oil-immersed disc brakes require no servicing

●

Grease nipples easily accessible from ground level

●

Fusebox and control valve accessible through
cab side panel

SAFETY
●

Full ROPS and FOPS certified cab

●

Canopy cabin available

●

Wide-opening cab doors, well-positioned grab

WHEELED LOADING SHOVE

rails provide safe entry and exit
●

Full road, work lighting and reverse alarm

●

Hydraulic lock for road travel

HYDRAULICS
●

Load-sensed hydraulics pump hydraulic oil only
when required ensuring optimum efficiency and
low fuel consumption

●

Servo-controlled hydraulics allow accurate
control of attachments, improving productivity

CHASSIS
●

Strong proven chassis provides long service life
of the machines

●

Precision machining of components ensures
accurate alignment, reducing wear

LOADER
●

Choice of HT and ZX geometry allows precise
matching of loader to application

●

High-lift and super-high-lift loader arms provide
solutions for hard to reach places

●

Extremely strong and wide loader arms provide
stable base for attachment control

●

Optional quickhitch allows quick attachment
changeover from the cab

Machine Type

Shovel
Capacity m3

Torque
Converter

TM310
411
416
426
436
456

1.0
1.2
1.4
2.1
2.7
3.5

●
●
●
●
●
●

‘Z’ Bar

●
●
●

High Torque
(HT) Four Ram

High-Lift
Option

●
●
●
●
●

●

Super HighLift Option

●
●
●
●

●
●

EL MACHINE WALKAROUND

CAB COMFORT
●

Class-leading operating environment

●

Unobstructed all-round visibility

●

Fully adjustable seat

●

Fatigue-free design ensures operator remains
alert and productive

●

Large storage space for essentials

ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
●

High-torque and powerful diesel engine

●

Fully automatic ZF transmission simplifies
machine operation – selecting the right gear for
operating demands

●

Single-faced cooling package ensures the
machine works at its optimum temperature in
all environments

AXLES
●

Fully enclosed oil-immersed disc brakes give
fade-free braking and long service life

●

Torque proportioning differentials provide
maximum traction for increase productivity
and reduced tyre wear

STEERING
●

Full 40° articulation provides excellent
manoeuvrability

●

Steer rams positioned high up in chassis
eliminate potential damage

●

Strong pivot design ensures continued operation

●

Smooth refined hydraulic steering provides
accurate machine positioning

●

Load sensing steering ensures power is only
used when steering input is received

WHEELED LOADING SHOVEL RANGE

Max. operating weight
Max. gross engine power

kg
kW (hp)

403

406

409

411 HT

411 HL

1990

5082

5924

9170

9450

27 (36)

46 (62)

56 (75)

74 (100)

74 (100)

Shovel capacity

m³

0.3

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.2

Full turn tipping load

kg

–

3300

3914

5300

5017

Payload

kg

–

1650

1957

2650

2508

Max. breakout force

kN

20.5

41.9

53.8

73.2

73.2

Dump height @ 45°

mm

2180

2489

2619

2524

2658

436 HT

436 HL

436 SHL

436ZX

456 HT

15935

16425

16977

16346

21179

133 (178)

133 (178)

133 (178)

133 (178)

160 (215)

Max. operating weight
Max. gross engine power

kg
kW (hp)

Shovel capacity

m³

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

3.5

Full turn tipping load

kg

9436

7171

5841

9055

12368

Payload

kg

4718

3585

2920

4527

6184

Max. breakout force

kN

134

134

139

162

143

Dump height @ 45°

mm

2883

3537

4100

2833

3027

416 HT

416 SHL

426 HT

426 HL

426 ZX

10008

10380

14450

14720

14105

97 (130)

97 (130)

123 (165)

123 (165)

123 (165)

1.4

1.4

2.1

2.1

2.1

6299

4367

8271

6906

8273

3150

2183

4136

3453

4136

100.4

101.4

128

128

135

2606

3454

2896

3326

2914

456 SHL

456 ZX

456 HL

22079

20924

21335

160 (215)

160 (215)

160 (215)

3.5

3.5

3.5

7978

12577

3989

TM310 / TM310S

Max. operating weight
Max. gross engine power

kg
kW (hp)

8000
97 (130) / 108 (145)

Max. lift capacity

kg

3100

9382

Lift capacity at full reach

kg

1650

6288

4691

Lift height

m

5.2

145

154

136

Reach at maximum lift height

m

1.38

3993

2845

3416

Maximum forward reach

m

3.0

The best back-up in the business
Always on hand to help

article, helping to safeguard the impressive residual values that

You demand more from your machines than ever before:

you can expect in years to come.

more efficiency, more reliability, more performance. That’s why

As well as large stocks of parts engineered specifically for your

superb product support has never been so vital.

machine, your JCB dealer also holds an extensive range of JCB:

Together with our extensive dealer

Filters, Lubricants, Grease, Wearparts, Tyres, Rubber Tracks and

network, at JCB we’re as innovative

Service Exchange Components all manufactured to the same

and forward-thinking when it comes

exacting standards. Your requirements can usually be supplied

to customer care as we are in

Finance packages, tailored to your needs

immediately by our dealers, but where this is not possible they

machine development. Our product

With ever-growing pressures on cashflows, the finance options

can be ordered through the direct computer link between your

support and after-sales service have

available through JCB can provide a vital lifeline. Backed by JCB

dealer and JCB Service and processed through our impressive

one aim: to give you peace of mind.

Finance, who can provide tax-efficient and cost-effective finance

automated World Parts Centre warehouse. Despatch is

solutions, designed and tailored specifically to your needs.

normally the same day either to you or the dealer.

is carried out by the best, factory-trained JCB engineers.

Trust the genuine article

Whether we’re providing you with support, parts or

Using the internet to pass vital information between on-site

JCB parts are renowned worldwide for performance, reliability

finance, we aim for 100% satisfaction. It’s all part of

service personnel and our product support engineers,

and safety. With replacement parts, we supply only the genuine

our promise to put you, the customer, first.

The care and quality we offer is exceptional. All servicing

these professionals always have specialist information at their
fingertips, so they can get you up and running again, faster.

Protect your machine and your cashflow
Everyone has individual needs and preferences. So we offer
a range of service options all designed to help you cope with
the unexpected and minimise costly downtime. Whether it’s
additional breakdown cover, an all-inclusive scheduled service
programme, or servicing, we’ve got the best service option
for you.
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